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ABYSS
A dark cult is gathering power within the dwarf lands, the 
Necrodwarves.  Worshiping the foul god of death and the void 
Nuzagoth, they seek to learn the secret of ever-life and harness it to
create an unstoppable force.  How does one discover the secrets of 
ever-life? By killing, sacrificing and experimenting with the dead. 
What may have started innocently as an intellectual curiosity has 
turned into a darkening stain of evil spreading into the very veins 
of the dwarven race.  They must be rooted out and destroyed, but 
can you kill that which is already dead?

Set-Up
This is an adventure meant for dwarven characters.  A Referee 
could chose to use non-dwarven characters of course, but it may be
a more interesting experience if all players are dwarves.

Regardless of party composition the mission is two fold:
1. Assassinate and bring out the head of the Necrodwarf 

Oracle
2. Find the captured soul of Dwarven Warleader Rinoth

The characters may be brought together as a group of:
1) Dwarven Thaneguards on a royal mission
2) Disgraced Dwarves attempting to regain their honor
3) Mercenaries A group of non-dwarf mercenaries 

commissioned for this assassination.
4) Prisoners a group of non-dwarf prisoners sent on a deadly 

mission...the survivors are free.
Thaneguards can be outfitted in any armor up to chain mail and 
shield.  They can be armed with weapons like crossbows, hammers, 
axes and daggers.

Disgraced dwarves have committed some sort of crime against 
dwarven laws such as running from battle, stealing, 
conspiring/socializing with goblins, not paying taxes (thanegeld), 
sabotage,  or possibly rebellion.  They will be given no armor 
except a shield and may choose short sword, dagger, javelin or bow 
as weapons.



Mercenaries are equipped with what they bring and prisoners are 
given the same weapons choices as the disgraced dwarves. 

The Location
On the southern slope of Mount Tuoni, Dwarven scouts have found 
increasing signs of cult activity. From blasphemous runes found 
carved in stones in the area, to missing livestock from nearby herds.
Now rumors of missing people are starting and some say they have
seen ravenous dead haunting the nearby treeline.  

The Area
This is a hilly and semi rocky
terrain area with evergreen
treeline surrounding the
area.  Goat and sheep are
raised in the area and a few
hill dwarf families are the
shepherds for these flocks.  If
questioned they will tell tales
of missing animals, strange
carved runes fond in rocks
and trees as well as
shambling figures seen in the
treeline.  

The animals will never go
near the strange rock
outcropping and a maroon
colored grass remains untrod and will not be eaten by the flocks.  

The Investigation
If the players are Thaneguard or mercenaries they will be sent to 
investigate the area and try to find the source of these disturbing 
troubles.  They can explore, find tracks question local hill dwarves 
and in general will only find things are strange and the 
outcropping seems the most likely place to explore. 

If they are disgraced dwarves or prisoners, they will be escorted by 
Thaneguards to a strange entrance found in a dark rock 



outcropping. Once there, the Thaneguard will supply the bundle of 
arms to each player (under the steady aim of 12+crossbow bearing 
Thaneguard) and send them into the entrance.

Encounters
Once during daylight and once per night a referee can roll to 
determine if the players run into something while investigating the 
area. Roll 1d6 to determine what table to roll for an encounter on, 
1-4 Normal table, 5 or 6 Strange table.

Entrance
A  narrow entrance seems to be naturally carved into a rocky 
outcropping. The stench of rotting meat, a chill wind and an uneasy
feeling of dread seem to fill the this small rocky hollow.  Once 
through the narrow stone entrance, there is a dark rocky 50' tunnel
that leads to a 20' x 20' chamber.  Their is a door at the end of the 
chamber and the door itself seems to radiate malevolence and heat
in direct contrast to dread and cold that fills the hollow chamber 
outside it. There is no lock on the door, just a handle and the door 
is already slightly ajar.

The door is hot to the touch and a green orange glow illuminates 

Roll Normal Table
1 3d6 Sheep and shepherd
2 2d6 Goats and goatherd
3 D6 Deer
4 D6 Wild Boar 
5 Mountain Lion
6 D6 Wolves

Roll Strange Table
1 Floating maroon vapor
2 Sudden blue light burst
3 Whispering voices
4 Strange carved rune wet with blood
5 Sticks bound into an unholy symbol 
6 Scattered and mutilated remains



from the edges of the slightly open door. One cannot peer into the 
next room but the door must first be opened to see what lies 
beyond....a stairway leading down to a passage 10' below.

1)  Sanctuary This room is a showcase presentation of their 
religion. It shows how as dwarves forged their goods from from fire 
and metal, the Necrodwarves forged theirs from unholy energies 
and flesh. This is a strangely decorated foyer filled with writhing 
flesh on the walls covered in strange symbols and mumbling odd or
strange phrases and words. At the center of the room is blazing 
forge glowing with sickly runes in an orange green fiery light. 
Three Necrodwarves pound a massive anvil made of a gooey black 
flesh-like material that screams and howls with each hammer 
slammed onto its surface.  From the pounding a sickly black 
skeleton emerges with ropy black tentacles for arms.
Necrodwarves ST13 IQ9 DX9 MV5, AR-1 (robes); DM 2d6 
(hammers)
Abomination ST19 IQ1 DX9 MV5; AR-1; DM 1d6+2 tentacles, SP: 
poison. Test 3/ST if hit by abomination, failure adds +1d6 damage, 
no AR. Abomination is immune from charm, sleep and arrows

2)  Entombed The founder of this particular cult. His corpse is 
viewable in a a round shimmering cylinder radiating violet energy 
tendrils. A series of six runes surround the cylinder at its base. The 
corpse is entombed and ready to burst forth should their dark god 
animate him to return to lead his people. A wizard who reads all 6 
runes must test 5/IQ. Failure means the wizard will be surrounded 
by the violet tendrils and all EN will be immediately drained.  A 
deep base throbbing, like a heartbeat, seems to emanate from the 
cylinder afterward. 

3)  Epitaph  The walls have runes that substitute for the souls of 
those enemies claimed by the Necrodwarves. (There’s more of that 
in 6). The cult's rituals exhort the faithful on the greed of other 
races gods, and the rightful claim of Nuzagoth on all that exists. 
Further exaltation’s occur on how the sacrifices of Nuzagoth's 
faithful are a tithe for the help of Nuzagoth. The necrodwarves 
sacrifice people on the altar on unholy occasions and trap the 
souls of the slain in rune covered jars.



4)  Ice As Nuzagoth is the god of Death and the Void. The door is 
trapped with an astral glyph. When the door is barred, those who 
interact with it from the north without exerting the power of the 
Nuzagoth are hit by a brutal ice attack (5d6 damage or pass 4/DX 
to take half damage) that spreads 30 feet into the tunnel. The door 
will be barred on a 5+ roll on a d6.

5)  Pit  In the middle of the room is a massive fire pit, whose chilly 
blue light of crackling flames and radiant icy chill greet those who 
descend to the domain of Nuzagoth. Around the edges of the fire 
pit are 8 cages each with an energetic wriggling strange humanoid 
figure. They have a bluish gray skin, soulless all black eyes, sharp 
strange teeth, and hissing and flicking forked purple tongues. They 
rattle their cages at your approach.  The body heat of anyone 
standing withing 2 feet of a cage will trigger a cage to open 
releasing a necrogoblin.
Necorgoblins ST6 DX11 IQ7 MV6; AR-1; DM 1d6 (teeth/claws) 

6)      Jars  Tall shelves are lined with jars (60 total) covered in strange
runic symbols. A faint light dimly glows from withing each jar. And 
this illumination provides the only light in the room. The jars are 
holding the souls of those sacrificed on the altar in room 3. 
Breaking or opening a jar releases the soul but it turns into a 
screeching skull spirit. Any dwarf will be able to read the rune 
marking the jar holding Warleader Rinoth, non-dwarves must pass 
6/IQ to pick the right jar. If they want to free the collection, they 
would have to take the jars to the temple of a good god to release 
these poor souls to their next stage of being.
Screeching Skull: ST4 DX12 IQ8 MV 8 (fly), AR0, DM 1d6 
(screeching blast) SP:Only harmed by spells or magic weapons

7)      Stirges The remains from some 5 sacrifices in room 3 are 
animated in this laboratory as zombies (no, it is no longer a 
kitchen.) Also, the Necrodwarves are experimenting with using 
stirge beaks as fangs in their undead, to draw blood, as well as 
packing Stirge in the torso so the ruptured undead gush out a 
surprise attack upon dying. Three are Leech Zombies and two are 
Burst Zombies are each filled with 3 Stirges that burst out upon the
torso being cut with any blade.



Leech Zombie ST9 DX8 IQ1 MV4; AR-1; DM1d6 (bite) SP: Drain a 
successful hit drains an additional 3 ST, no AR protection.
Burst Zombie ST9 DX8 IQ1 MV4; AR-1; DM1d6 (bite) SP: Stirge 
Burst, when killed or cut with a blade, two Striges inside burst out 
to attack! Stirges ST3 DX9 IQ5 MV2/12 (fly) AR-1; DM 1d6+1 

8)      Lodestone  Those who come in to this room are subjected to a 
powerful magnetic pull; the entire east wall is a massive 50' long 
magnet. Metal armor, metal weapons, etc. will be drawn to it at 5' 
per turn and then stuck there requiring 6/ST to remove it.  Basically
the character will lose all metal items and weapons.  Spear heads, 
arrow heads will also be stuck to the wall like shields, armor and 
metal items, but the wood could still be used.

As the clang of metal from the characters hit the lodestone wall it 
rings out like a gong. Four Necorgoblins armed with clubs led by 
two Necrodwarf guards covered in bone armor.

Necorgoblins ST6 DX11 IQ7 MV6; AR-1; DM 1d6 (teeth/claw/club) 
Necrodwarves ST13 IQ9 DX9 MV5, AR-2 (bone armor); DM 1d6+2 
(Bone maces)

9)  Seer The Necrodwarves seer resides here with two abomination 
servants. He gives those who arrive here strange tidings with 
inexplicable fact and fate woven through them. The main purpose 
of the expedition becomes clear, assassinate the seer.
Abomination ST19 IQ1 DX9 MV5; AR-1; DM 1d6+2 tentacles, SP: 
poison. Test 3/ST if hit by abomination, failure adds +1d6 damage, 
no AR. Abomination is immune from charm, sleep and arrows
Necrodwarf Seer ST13 IQ14 DX9 EN10 MV5, AR-2 (bone armor); 
DM 1d6+2 (Bone mace) Spells: Chill Touch, Acid Arrow, Fear, 
Vampiric Touch 

After the Adventure
Anyone who survives and produces the head of the seer will be given 
1000 coins each. The soul jar is worth 500 coins each to the survivors.
For the Referee, this could be a one off, or could start a campaign 
against the Necrodwarves and other who worship Nuzagoth.



Cartography by Andrew Shields



ABYSS
a catastrophic situation seen as likely to occur

A dark cult is gathering power within the dwarf lands, the 
Necrodwarves.  Worshiping the foul god of death and the void 
Nuzagoth, they seek to learn the secret of ever-life and harness it to
create an unstoppable force.  How does one discover the secrets of 
ever-life? By killing, sacrificing and experimenting with the dead. 
What may have started innocently as an intellectual curiosity has 
turned into a darkening stain of evil spreading into the very veins 
of the dwarven race.  They must be rooted out and destroyed, but 
can you kill that which is already dead?


